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1. Started on January 1st 2006 with four families 

2. Now has hundreds of friends and members in 
over 24 counties in the World 

3.Testified at five Congressional hearings starting 
in December of 2005 in the U.S. and Australia 

4. In 2010 was successful in passing the first bill in 
the world to protect U. S. Passengers  

5. Has no paid staff and is run entirely by 
volunteers 



Mission Statement 
  

The primary objectives of the International 
Cruise Victims Organization (ICV) are 

twofold: 
 

    To provide support to victims of crimes that 
occur on cruise ships;  

 

    To act as an advocate for legislative reform to 
protect passengers from crimes and increase 
the rights of victims of crimes that do occur on 
cruise ships.  

 





 

 



     Includes all the persons needed to run a city 
including cooks, laundries, entertainment, 
merchants, etc with the Caption serving as the 
Mayor. 

    What is missing is any independent police to 
protect the passengers and crew. 

 

 

 

 

 



1.  Most of the rules to provide victims justice are 
voluntary. 

 

2.  Enforcement of these requirement are left to the 
Countries where the cruise lines are flagged such 
countries as Panama, Bahamas, Malta, etc. 

 

3.  This has created a culture where crimes are indeed 
frequent and not even made public offering the 
passenger little or no protection. 



1.  About every two weeks someone goes missing 
off a cruise ship 

2.  Published reports indicate that the sexual 
crime rates are 50% greater that in the average 
city 

3.  There are no independent police on a cruise 
ship with unlimited alcohol being served 

4.  The ships are flagged in foreign countries to 
avoid laws 

5.  Very few convictions of any crimes  



 In July of 2005, I read a book, "The Devil in the 
Deep Blue Sea" by Kristoffer Garvin. On page 246 
he wrote, "An examination of sexual cases found a 
pattern of cover-ups that often began as soon as 
the crime was reported at sea, in international 
water where the only police are the ship's security 
officers." 

 

 



Crimes are the responsibility of the 
Flag States which are not equipped or 

desire to take action to protect the 
victims of crimes 

 

 



    

 

 

 

 



1. Structual Changes including peep holds, latches, railing height 
 

2. The US has the power to investigate crimes that involve a US 
citizen in addition to the flag state investigation 
 

3. Provides each US victim with automatic rights to contact FBI and 
other support organizations 
 

4. A security guide must be distributed to each passenger 
 

5. Statistical compilation of the above reported crimes must be 
maintained by the US Coast Guard 
 

6. Civil and criminal penalties, including fines and a denial of entry 
into the US, to be assessed against any vessel in violation of the 
above provisions. 

 









1.  Develop an awareness of the problem of crimes 
and lack of victims rights on cruise ships. 

 

2.  Pressure local governments and the EU to take 
action like the United States has taken. 

 

3.  Victims groups need to be represented at the 
IMO. 



 Clearly, we are up against a major industry with 
significant resources. In my opinion however, the 
voices of victims will ultimately triumph over an 
industry made up of “foreign corporations” set up 
as such to avoid taxes and regulations that any  
corporation would be required to pay and adhere 
to. 

 




